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“ For safety is 
not a gadget but 
a state of mind.”
Eleanor Everest Freer
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A safer world needs a better organization.

Safox in a process mode.
In a process mode, you need to optimize all 
operational processes, by creating added value 
and further improving overall performance on 
the level of internal processes and resources. 

On the level of stakeholder processes, perma-
nent innovation ensures continuity.

To enhance operational processes within an 
organization, simplifi cation is a common goal.

Integrating all processed End-to-End within Safox will enable the stakeholder (client, supplier…) to par-
ticipate in these workfl ows and integrate into the organization. The result is a continuously enhanced 
collaboration between all partners (both internally & externally) by growing transparency.
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In a continuously changing global environment, Safox is exactly the tool to manage your organization 
and processes. Companies are obligated to dynamically reposition   to stay ahead of the changing 
environment and market. Economic changes are cyclical: yesterday we were in a worse environment; 
today we are growing towards a better situation.

Optimize

Innovation = Continuity

Cost controlAdded value

Performance

Resource processesStakeholder processes

People processesOperational processes

Simplify by End-to-End

integration

Simplify by End-to-End

integration

Simplify by End-to-End

integration

Simplify by End-to-End

integration



A safer world needs a better organization.
Safox is a cloud based MVC.Net ERP plat-
form that allows you to drive, manage and 
control your organization, both internally 
and externally. The solution provides a full 
suite of modules, which can be activated on 
demand.

Safox is a proven concept that ensures opti-
mization in every service business.

Our online help desk on operational, technical 
and mobile level is available during o�  ce hours 
for normal support sessions, and 24/7 for critical 
interventions. Our help desk can be contacted in 
the support module.
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Organizations PeopleLocations

Workfl ows: dynamically confi gurable and reported

Online education

Human resources 

and payroll

Facility & safety

management
Salesforce

Reporting: statistics, calculations and forecasts

Invoicing

Contract

management

Management: view, create, edit and detail

(Mob.) operations

Dynamic planning

Access control
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The basics of Safox are built around Organizations, Locations and People.

Organization management

Organizations

The management of all connected and used 
organizations allow the user to manage 
your organization, clients, suppliers, media 
instances, government instances… All organi-
zations can be attributed with multiple roles, 
activities and contacting information. Within 
multiple modules these types of information 
are used on a fi nancial, administrative or 
operational level.

People

All employees are managed within Safox to 
provide human resource management. To 
enable stakeholders to be integrated within 
the processes and workfl ows, they are linked 
to the corresponding organizations and locati-
ons. Users can be granted access to the plat-
form within di� erent roles and access levels. 
Operational elements such as resources can 
be attributed to contacts within the platform.

Locations

Site and facility management within Safox 
allows the user to relate entities on di� erent 
levels: activity, client, site, employees or con-
tacts… Locations are known for their depen-
dency towards an organization (the platform 
provides a hierarchical structure within). 
Geographical track & trace is supported in 
real time..
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The CRM module Safox in is built for your needs and brings high added value by being focused on your operations. A safety and security focused sales & 
customer management tool allows your account team to work at maximum e�  ciency and tightly integrates with the contract management.

CRM

Account management

Create and accounts, prospects and their 
contacts you are in touch with. All account 
related communication (mails, meetings and 
phone calls) can be linked inside the CRM 
module for follow up. All activities on existing 
customers are visible when sourcing from 
the operational modules. Any running ope-
rations can be consulted together with the 
status of contracts, invoices, complaints…

Proposal generation and contract integration

Full integration with the contract management 
module is realized to fully automate contract 
creation on winning the opportunity. This ena-
bles planning and recruitment.

Advanced salesforce

The generation of leads and creation of opportunities is the core focus within the CRM module. 
Based on confi gurable product catalogues and focussed on security and safety services, the 
proposal engine generates your price o� ers exactly the way you expect these to be. All activi-
ties within the process of sales are maintained, monitored and managed. Tasks, meeting reports 
and operational information can be linked within the opportunity.
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The Contract management module in Safox allows your administration team to manage all client agreements. Originating from the CRM module, the con-
tracts are automatically created, avoiding double data entry and ensuring excellent e�  ciency.

Contract Management

Manage client agreements

Manual and automated creation of all contract data inside the contract management enables the 
execution and servicing of the contract as agreed. All operational and fi nancial parameters are 
available for maintaining the contract, enabling the planning and executing invoicing.
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Provide operational tasks

Inside each contract, all products, services and 
missions can be defi ned. The prescheduling is 
integrated to provide a direct link to the dy-
namic planning module. All missions (contract 
descriptions) become assignments (planning), 
containing the site instructions. Temporary jobs 
will be handled inside this structure. 

Manage the income

To facilitate invoicing, the Contract adminis-
tration user can generate or defi ne price 
settings and extras inside each contract. All 
sales opportunities and contract renegotiati-
ons can be followed up in real time. Further-
more, all invoices are linked and overviews 
are available for consult.
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Invoicing in Safox is a breeze. Fully automated generation of invoice proposals allows the user to fi netune, validate and communicate the invoices fully sup-
ported by innovative software support. Based on contractual planning, time and attendance, all performances are evaluated by the invoicing module when 
calculating and generating the invoice proposals.

Invoicing

Invoice proposal generation

Create and manipulate invoices based on platform templates or user-defi ned templates. Invoice 
proposals can be generated on system, regional or client level or based on activity, planning, 
time and attendance. These proposals can be invoiced to the client directly from the platform.

Invoice communication

All invoice communication can be automated 
and processed autonomously. E-invoicing, 
automated mailing based on predefi ned print 
templates sets you in full control. Interfacing 
the invoice details to the accounting system 
MicroSoft® Dynamics NAV is available out 
of the box. Feedback towards the invoicing 
module on the payment status allows credit 
control live follow up and feedback towards 
the customer or other modules like the CRM 
module.

Invoice proposal edit and approval

Invoice proposals will contain the maximum 
amount of precalculated data available. Price 
indexing, extra product inclusion, temporary 
jobs are all included. Furthermore, the invoi-
ce proposal can be edited online in a easy 
to use editor. The invoice approval procedu-
re is set to specifi c team members and can 
be done on invoice, client, site, regional or 
national level.
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The Safox planning system links a person to a location by performing a mission with time specifi cations, instructions, knowledge and qualifi cation levels.
The link between an employee and the planning enables payroll, invoicing and planned operations reporting.

Planning

Dynamic planning

Resulting from contract management, a number of missions or tasks are performed which must be 
performed through a repeatedly implemented planning. A smart and easy to use interface gives 
the user live feedback on each planning evaluation and actions taken (compare (legal) trainings, 
employee level, knowledge and availability). All planning warnings thrown can be consulted, these 
can be both blocking or overridable with reason why. Intelligent interpretation takes into account 
the planning behaviour to learn planning patterns.

Real time planning

As all planning is done directly online, the 
validation can be done and immediately this 
planning is up to date for your sta�  members. 
Planning changes that are considered as 
critical can be directly pushed through the sta�  
portal or communicated with the use of inte-
grated text messaging or voice engine.

Smart planning

Based on planning patterns and models, the 
A.I. driven automated planning engine allows 
the user to auto plan vast periods ahead. 
Integrated voice engines allow incident ma-
nagement on planning. Examples are hand-
ling of last second emergency leave, sick 
leave of sta�  or client location shutdowns. 
Re-planning or planning cancellation can be 
handled autonomously without the need of 
manual intervention if required.

9

Easy planning per site Smart evaluation of planning attempts

Live feedback on uncovered shifts 

Auto-suggest suitable employees for selected shift

Full view incl. absences & duties elsewhere
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Onsite workforce reporting
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Instructions and tasks

High quality and dynamic reporting is based on an extensive combination of dynamically con-
fi gured instructions, planning and execution of repetitive tasks, the completion of confi gurable 
lists of data to be captured and of course, event handling such as incidents... All data and forms 
to be fi lled in, communicated and maintained can be confi gured in the Onsite workforce repor-
ting confi gurator. This is on both site level, organization level and on procedural level if applied 
to all sta� .

Live feedback

Real time reporting is key when reporting to-
wards the customer. All new events that are of 
particular interest can be confi gured in such a 
way that the stakeholders receive notifi cations 
through the user interface, portal or via texting 
and voice calls that can be fully automated. 
Cases are time & attendance reporting, inci-
dent management, special events that require 
attention…

Personal communication cockpit

The employee cockpit view enables com-
munication towards colleagues on the same 
location, colleagues within the organization 
and stakeholders of this location or on the 
level of the client. The stakeholders can im-
mediately view all activity on their locations 
and extract important reports and statistics. 

The Safox onsite workforce reporting module allows your operational sta�  to perform each task or mission. Within his/her cockpit, this employee can 
communicate on the task status and report on procedures and instructions.
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Safox provides mobile access on di� erent. All connectivity is based on access credentials and as a 24/7 online service. Updates on applications are perfor-
med over the air.

Smart mobile reporting

Android smartphone Mobile Connector

Connect a mobile user to register activity, report incidents and be supported by a dispatching 
central to perform call on & call o�  concerning planning. Also this supports reporting on activities 
such as status updates, information and instructions. Furthermore, the app allows reporting on tasks: 
progress & incidents and includes track & trace, emergency communication and telephony. Current 
implementations also connect a Bluetooth bar code scanner to report on packages logistics, a Blue-
tooth RFID reader to report on tags being scanned while performing audits or check-ups and even 
Bluetooth access key programming to program on demand access to sites. 

Mobile communication cockpit

This mobile communication cockpit view enables communication towards colleagues on the same 
location, colleagues within the organization and stakeholders of this location or on the level of the 
client. The stakeholders can immediately view all activity on their locations and extract important 
reports and statistics.

Response operations

Based on an incoming request, a response operation can be generated. A response operation 
is unique as a ticket, reported in the fi eld and documented with timings, procedures and optional 
operational remarks (departure, arrival, incidents…), while being enhanced with multimedia. A 
requested operation arrives within a dispatch view where the ticket is created and (if requested, 
even fully autonomous) dispatching towards people in the fi eld is performed. Follow up is the 
main target activity for the dispatching unit. Response operations are transparent to the stakehol-
der on the level of request, follow up, reporting, invoicing and feedback.
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A dynamic organization requires its HRM software to be providing excellent fl exibility in use while matching perfectly to the day to day administrative busi-
ness. Safox HRM leads the way to creative and e� ective HR management.

HRM

Manage a career

From recruitment to pension, the full em-
ployee career fl ow is integrated inside the 
HRM module. All job applications can fi ll in 
the application online, followed by evalua-
tion and job contract o� ering. All contract 
management is part of the employee dossier 
that is created based on the job application. 
During the career, contract changes, auto-
mations in notice and termination are sup-
ported.

The road to payroll

Live follow up on the individual planning and 
its related monitoring on absence and sick-
ness, overtime and o�  in lieu are the basis for 
the wage pre-calculation. Built for your coun-
try, all legal aspects on these calculations and 
operational planning are included, bringing 
comfort and quality to your operations and 
administration! If requested, the interface to 
social secretary for fi nal wage calculation and 
payment can be provided and activated.

People management

Employee management focusses on legal ID’s, cost management allocation, automated training 
and education management and follow up on legal aspects such as absence, planning, performan-
ce and wellbeing. Direct communication with the sta�  members and evaluation and performance 
appraisals are part of the day to day business. As historical information on employee coordinates, 
contracts and legal information is actively maintained for correct handing of e.g. wage corrections 
etc. on the past, the HR management can now be fl exible in managing the sta� !

14
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Pre-payroll can be done in Safox on a permanent level. Live vision on expected payroll results, gives a timely advantage on managing human resource 
costs and e� ectiveness.

Pre-payroll

Compliant to your legal situation

Wage payment is heavily reliant on local and 
national legislation. Therefore, all relevant 
country specifi c CLA regulations with payroll 
and operational impact, are implemented. 
This guarantees the gross wage calculation 
can be done according to the regulatory 
environment. Examples of pre-payroll calcu-
lations are the generation of costing, wage 
advance calculation and performance and 
absence management. Funds and provisions 
logic is also integrated.
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Pre-calculations and timesheet generation

Absence balances and consumption, overtime realization and benefi ts allocation are pre-calcu-
lations that are necessary to enable the company to e�  ciently handle and manage all human re-
sources. Live follow up on expected expenditure is thus mandatory. Smart calculations will allow 
the user to optimize cost and performance.

Interface to payroll systems

An XML based interface is developed to 
allow each third party payroll system to 
directly link to the pre-payroll module. The 
interface contains a daily update on new em-
ployees and changes on existing employees 
and a daily reporting on accrued provisions. 
If requested, we can support you on selecti-
on the correct payroll tool exactly matching 
your need. Or you can even choose the 
payroll module!
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If the country of application is not subject to taxes, Safox payroll will allow you to fully generate the payroll, bank transfer fi le and even automate the payslip 
towards the sta� . This is possible both for direct and indirect sta� .

Payroll

Country specifi c calculations

Wage payment is heavily reliant on local and national legislation. Therefore, all relevant country 
specifi c CLA regulations with payroll and operational impact, are implemented. This allows the net 
wage calculation to be done according to the regulatory environment. Based on pre-payroll cal-
culations are the generation of costing, wage advance calculation and performance and absence 
management, the timesheet and allowances are calculated. The result is a full payroll generation.

Bank transfer fi le generation

To fully support your payroll generation cy-
cle, the payroll module incorporates the bank 
transfer template for generating the payment 
generation at the bank side. The payroll 
module currently supports di� erent formats 
on sending the bank transfer data for import 
inside the bank’s secure environment by the 
responsible user.

Payslip generation

The best payroll communication towards 
your sta�  is online and in real time through 
digital payslips. Furthermore, the payslips 
can be customized using a company templa-
te. The payslips can also be printed indivi-
dually or in bulk per site, client, region… for 
mailing if requested.

17
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A module always included, Safox tasks ensures your day to day operations run smoothly. Live follow up and strength in communication is key to be in control!

Tasks

Online task creation and follow up

Task creation is easy with the rich text editor 
provided. All relevant information such as im-
pacted client or site, priority and due date can 
be set. All status updates are communicated 
in real time and comments can be written by 
the reporter and assignee.

Task automation

Incident management, planning patterns and 
operational challenges automatically result in 
the creation of tasks for sta�  to execute. Also 
customers will execute tasks in collaboration 
with the organization. Automated communica-
tion on the follow up of the creation, evolution 
and completion of tasks is crucial and is sup-
ported through live feedback albeit online or 
via notifi cations through text messages and 
voice automation.

Deep integration into all modules

Tasks are not only created inside the task module but can also originate from other modules. 
Examples are tasks being part of meeting reports, a CRM sales process, tasks executed onsite 
during a quick scan audit or the daily duty using a smart device, tasks linked to workfl ow proces-
ses (such as complaints, job requests…). These tasks are embedded into these modules and will 
also be visualized inside the task module. This ensures good follow up and proactive behaviour 
of the user.

19
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Meeting reports
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Meeting reports generation

Based on a rich text editor, all meetings held internally or with external parties can be handled 
and managed online in connection to the information managed on the level of the involved 
persons and organizations. The meeting report can evolve over time and be consulted by clients 
through the customer portal.

Task management

As meetings typically contain or result in tasks 
being allocated to di� erent persons, these tas-
ks are created automatically from the meeting 
report text. All statuses can be followed up 
inside the meeting report. The meeting report 
is thus the perfect place to start when perfor-
ming a follow up meeting. This approach every 
meeting report to be dynamic and evolve 
during time.

Meeting report documentation and

communication

As o�  cial communication of meeting reports 
is key, the meeting and tasks and all related 
data is exported in a document being gene-
rated. This is based on a template of your 
choice. Attendees of the meeting and per-
sons to be informed on the meeting held can 
be appointed so these persons receive the 
documented version of the meeting report 
when requested.

Safox meeting reports module is always included in the setup and enables you to manage all your meetings, related communication and tasks within an 
integrated process, linking it to all other platform data. Integrated and online.
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Safox has a generic workfl ow engine. Every pro-
cess expert can build automated workfl ows him-
self without any programming knowledge. Becau-
se of this, it is possible to react quickly and make 
adjustments oneself when necessary without 
having to depend on internal or external IT ex-
pertise. Business processes can be translated 
into logical steps, which need to be carried out by 
those involved. The result forms the integration 
of a process approach that becomes qualifi able 
and quantifi able. A strong visual editor allows the 
setup of forms, relations and a full fl ow control!

Workfl ows

HR related workfl ows

Internal administration optimization can be 
realized with a further integration of dynamic 
workfl ows in HR. Examples are the request for 
new personnel origination from operations, 
online recruitment, job vacancy publication, 
absence requests and sick leave manage-
ment…

Client related workfl ows

The client workfl ow module and reporting al-
low an organization to control and improve all 
operational and administrative client related 
processes. Improve business by improved 
transparency: connect all stakeholders to 
the input and output of both workfl ows and 
reports. Some examples: temporary jobs, 
complaints, client start up process, invoice 
follow up…

Other, eg. fi nancial workfl ows

Financial management is supported in the 
dynamic workfl ow engine. A few examples: 
client credit note request, internal orders or 
external orders, request for credit control…
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Risk management can be applied to di� erent domains. We know the physical and electronic security of infrastructures (site, buildings, location, etc.), the 
work place risk analysis as part of safety and health in the work environment or for example the risk analysis of a business process (business continuity, help 
desk & dispatching, etc.)

Quick scan audit

Quick company profi ling

A company (client or prospect) has a sector and activity profi le and exists out of di� erent locati-
ons. Locations are infrastructural objects (site, complex, building, fl oor, etc.). An activity is always 
carried out at a location. The main activity (10 categories) determines the activity profi le. This 
main activity can be divided once more into sub-categories. This profi le determines the questi-
ons to be asked to trace the risks..

Recommendations and follow up

Based on the Quick scan audit, the Security 
and Safety Auditor can formulate measures 
with priorities and taking the risks into ac-
count. These measures can be planned and 
assigned to performers. The planning can be 
followed up on and adjusted in dialogue with 
the client. This all is integrated with automatic 
reporting of the audit report and the follow-up.

The quick scan executed

Each risk category has a set of questions 
that compile the audit. A set of questions is 
usually made up of several standard questi-
ons and activity dependent questions. Inde-
pendent of this profi ler, weights (factors) are 
determined for the di� erent categories.
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The Safox customer portal allows you to tightly integrate your customer into your service delivered. Online access for the customer implies live communica-
tion, better follow up, and opening the gate to next level services.

Customer portal

Live follow up on reporting

Dynamic visualizations in an interactive dashboard are welcoming each customer in style. All 
information relevant for the customer is presented in a visual style which is themed and thus fl exi-
ble. All onsite workforce reporting is presented inside the portal in a high level visual level and low 
data report level for detailed review. Smart mobile reporting allows the client to be up to date on all 
mobile operations on each site. To ensure the client is always involved in transparency, even live 
planning follow up is possible.

New business opportunities

The customer portal is the door of the com-
pany towards the customer. Promote your 
products through linking of web pages, social 
media and news posts! Keep your customer in 
the loop on new developments. Integrate the 
operations of the customer through custom 
processes and allow the client to order tempo-
rary job requests online and in real time.

Integrated communication

Tasks and meeting reports can possibly 
involve the customer so communication, 
execution and follow up of these topics is 
part of the portal, next to live messaging and 
in-platform mailing towards relevant stake-
holders. Examples are the account manager, 
site operations responsible… Furthermore, 
bell style notifi cations are ensuring that the 
customer is held up to date
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The Safox sta�  portal allows your sta�  to be connected to the organization, 24/7. The personal cockpit allows for the employee to oversee the personal situ-
ation, planning and duties. Furthermore, the employee can request new equipment, absences and notify on changes in his/her personal environment which 
are relevant for the organization.

Staff  portal

Personal situation

Keeping an eye on your personal data and 
requesting updates is possible for all sta� . 
This enables the employee to keep in con-
tact with the organization. All professional 
information is related to your family infor-
mation, contacts in case of emergency and 
physical personal ID. All this information can 
be consulted.

Document management

Training certifi cates, awards and relevant do-
cuments maintained on the level of the em-
ployee can be reviewed by the sta�  member. 
In cases of repetitive planning of trainings, the 
certifi cates can be added by the sta�  member 
in order to keep his or her profi le up to date 
at any time. Furthermore, the communication 
repository can also contain company docu-
ments that can be accessed (such as corpo-
rate style, agreements on behaviour, general 
documents…).

Live follow up

The tasks and meeting reports that can be consulted outside the operational modules are also 
available here. Furthermore, the live view on the approved planning and duties is consultable, also 
on previous payroll periods. Absence balances and leave planning are also possibly originating 
here, including a balance overview and allowing the application for leave to be completed inline. 
Payslips can be tracked for wage consultation.
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About the company
RiskMatrix Resultants Group is an established consultancy and IT provider with considerable experi-
ence in change management programs incorporating elements of people, processes and systems. 
The partnership has extensive practical experience of introducing project-based improvement into 
organizations through a blend of training, coaching and consultancy. The partners and their associates 
have all ‘cut their teeth’ in large businesses and, as consultants, have helped companies of all sizes to 
implement change programs both at a local level and organization-wide. RiskMatrix Resultants Group 
consists of IT experts and consultants in four areas of business improvement.

We are driven to get the best out of the organization means dedication, vision, leadership, talent, per-
severance and especially strategy, innovation and anticipation. We provide organizations with a fully 
customized approach and solution, based on knowledge and the ability to integrate and implement 
department-wide solutions. Our sta�  and our teams are carefully composed through experienced ex-
perts and young IT professionals.

RiskMatrix Resultants developed a unique safety and security ERP solution, a comprehensive approach 
to managing business processes and to control the goals.

Safox is a proven concept that in any services business optimization ensure of the objectives. Our 
platform redefi nes ‘SAAS’ to become a solution as a service, ensuring an absolute comfort zone for the 
customer with connectivity, performance and security, 24 / 7.
High performance and value creation are the solution keys.

RiskMatrix Resultants Consulting Business Group
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Logic brings us from A 
to B, creativity brings 
you everywhere! …and 
everywhere is where we 
want to be!

Frank Vanwelkenhuyzen,

RiskMatrix Resultants Group
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Transparency in services
RiskMatrix focuses its attention to service based organizations with employees working in a horizontal-
ly integrated environment, being supported by end-to-end process integration. This results in a vastly 
optimized backend solution with extensions to the mobile world, the operational technology of today 
and tomorrow.
Our strategy and our vision is this connected world, and therefore we strongly believe in bringing the 
information to the mobile employee. This mobile device environment is a prolongation towards locati-
on-based systems, e.g. safety and security systems, identifi cation, key management, CCTV connectivi-
ty etc. We get the information, not only to the person, but also to the system and back. This integration 
enables information and reporting transparency towards the organization and its stakeholders (custo-
mers, responsible users, employees).
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Let us inspire you to build
a smart and safe future

www.safox.tech


